This paper presents a method of current aircraft scaling down, on the assumption of the same No. Mach, same force and moment coefficients and same mass ratio.
Introduction
The aircraft equations of motion are derived from the basic Newtonian mechanism. All the basic calculations of atmosphere parameters are performed in International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) conditions 1 . The general force and moment equations for a rigid body in body-axes are the following:
The two vector-equations describe the motions of aircraft related to the Earth under the folowing restrictive assumption: 1. flat Earth 2. the body is assumed to be rigid during the motion considered 3. the mass of the rigid body is assumed to be constant during the time-interval in wich its motios are studied 4. same Mach number for real and fypothetical aircraft 5. same aerodynamics coefficients 6. same relative density factor 7. identity angles
Scale factors
Applying the similarity equations (1) and (2) -time -mass -length ;surfaces -linear velocity -angular velocity -moment of inertia -air density
Results and discussion
According to the geometric scale, scale factors are obtained as following: 
